
The Hidden Work 

Chapter	14,	part	12	
 

 7:00 Piandjo: good evening everyone. 
 7:01 Silverdale: Good evening One and All! 
 7:01 Hawklady: Piandjo  
 7:02 Susankester: Hello group! 
 7:02 Hapimist: hi 
 7:03 Piandjo: Hello Hawklady, always good to hear you. 
 7:03 Pathworld: hi all 
 7:03 Hawklady: Seeing your name always puts a smile on my face. 
 Piandjo: ( blushing) thank you. 
 7:05 Lost_horizon: Hello, all 

» (17 viewers, 13 signed in) 

 7:06 Hawklady: Hi lH 
» LH 

 7:13 Majickphoenix: hello 
 7:14 Pathworld: hi maj 
 7:14 Majickphoenix: hi 
 7:15 Lost_horizon: Hi, Majick 

» (20 viewers, 16 signed in) 

 7:25 Pathworld: for me a very moving experience/yet in the beginning of the group i thought we weren’t 
ready but we became one 

 7:26 Hawklady: I felt before my group meet, we were all over the place, but when we all meet, there was 
an intensity brought to the table which helped us to go further before the next meeting 

 7:27 Majickphoenix: hi lost. 
 7:28 Piandjo: Hawklady, ...wherever two or three are gathered in my name, Shekinah is their canopy. 
 7:33 Majickphoenix: it's not learned but 'gathered' embodied 
 7:33 Hawklady: vibration 

» light, open, peaceful 

 7:39 Pathworld: a knowing 
 7:39 Majickphoenix: It's weird, you don't expect to all of a sudden see or know.. without hard work, yet it 

is done 
» open the door before he knocks, it could be tried... 

» 'the hidden part' 

» I make the cautious suggestion that more is 'hidden' that what exactly appears to be hidden 

» than 

» than what 



» ie; there is hidden and there is HIDDEN 

» the majickal world is so impressive and so all encompassing that it is overwhelming 

» there is nothing that is not magic .. for me anyway 

» Yes he wll!!!! 

 8:04 Hawklady: yes ivan our hero will 
 8:05 Majickphoenix: thank you 
 8:05 Piandjo: thank you all for another great class, and a beautiful shared space. 
 8:05 Hawklady: thank you 
 8:06 Lost_horizon: Thank you all 
 8:06 Majickphoenix: Thank you David 

» Ivan 

 8:06 Pathworld: Thank you all and David and Ivan 
 8:06 Silverdale: Good night everyone! ... thanks for your participation in this evening's invocation ... 
 8:06 Hapimist: thank you all 
 8:06 Pathworld: good night 
 8:07 Susankester: goodnight another great class! 
 8:08 Jinjerrogers: thank you great class 

 

 


